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Abstract

Bureaucratic reputation is one of the most important concepts used to under-
stand the behaviour of administrative agencies and their interactions with multiple
audiences. Despite a rich theoretical literature discussing reputation, we do not
have a comparable measure across agencies, between countries, and over time. I
present a new strategy to measure bureaucratic reputation from legislative speeches
with word-embedding techniques. I introduce an original dataset on the reputation
of 465 bureaucratic bodies over a period of forty years, and across two countries,
the US and the UK. I perform several validation tests and present an application of
this method to investigate whether partisanship and agency politicisation matter
for reputation. I find that agencies enjoy a better reputation among the members of
the party in government, with partisan differences less pronounced for independent
bodies. I finally discuss how this measurement strategy can contribute to classical
and new questions about political-administrative interactions.
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Introduction

The political science literature has made important strides to enhance our understanding

of the drivers of bureaucratic behaviour and the sources of bureaucratic power. Ever since

the first models of political control of the bureaucracy, scholars have mostly focused on

structural features of the bureaucracy, namely formal discretion, administrative procedures,

and oversight mechanisms, considered to be the main tools to control bureaucratic policy-

making (Epstein and O’Halloran 1999; Huber and Shipan 2002; McCubbins, Noll, and

Weingast 1987; Moe 1990). Yet later advancements in the scholarship have gradually

crumbled this structuralist approach to the study of the bureaucracy, and interpreted

bureaucratic behaviour as unfolding through formal and informal channels or, in other

words, implicit and explicit contracts (D. P. Carpenter and Krause 2015). One of the most

prominent attempts to theorise what happens beyond formal contracts is Carpenter’s

reputation-based account of bureaucratic autonomy (D. P. Carpenter 2001, 2010).

It is thanks to bureaucratic reputation – “a set of symbolic beliefs about an organisation

embedded in a network of multiple audiences” – that agencies become autonomous actors

and manage to secure the policies they favour despite the opposition of even the most

powerful politicians (D. P. Carpenter 2001, 3–4). During the US progressive era, well-

esteemed bureaucracies such as the US Post Office Department and the Department of

Agriculture were indeed consistently able to induce Congress and the President to consider

and pass legislation that was quite different from their original preferences. This and

subsequent works on bureaucratic reputation inaugurated a new tradition of scholarship

that integrates formal (e.g., structure, capacity, and procedures) and informal accounts to

better understand the interactions between the bureaucracy and other political actors.

However, measuring reputation is a daunting task and scholarly work has been limited to
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a one-country, one-agency, one-year approach, failing to match the innovative scope of

bureaucratic reputation as a new prominent account of bureaucratic politics.

For bureaucratic reputation to become a general theory of bureaucratic behaviour

and to talk to other subfields in political science, we need empirical work that is able to

identify the effects and causes of reputation more systematically. If we want reputation to

talk to theories of delegation (Thomson and Torenvlied 2011), interest groups (Nelson

and Yackee 2012), political oversight (Lowande 2018), and rule-making (Potter 2017),

we need measures that allow theories of reputation to be jointly tested with and against

alternative explanations of administrative outcomes. In this paper I build on recent

advancements in natural language processing and propose a new method to measure

bureaucratic reputation from millions of speeches given by politicians in parliament. I

employ word-embedding techniques to understand how politicians talk about bureaucratic

agencies and derive word vector representations for each agency in every year and then

measure the distance of these vectors from a vector that captures positivity. Agencies with

better reputations will be “closer” to this positivity embedding than agencies with worse

reputation. I introduce an original dataset on bureaucratic reputation for 465 agencies

across two countries – the US and the UK – and over almost forty years. I use both

quantitative and qualitative information to demonstrate the validity of these measures,

showing that the estimates react meaningfully to important changes or scandals that

involved the agency, and that they positively correlate with related measures such as

public opinion about government agencies.

I present an application of this method to politicians’ polarisation when they talk

about bureaucracy. By splitting the initial corpus of speeches by political party, I estimate

partisan measures of reputation and show how reputation differs by political party, party
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in government, and agency politicisation. I show that agencies enjoy a better reputation

among the members of the party in government, but the difference between reputation

among majority and opposition party members is smaller for independent agencies and

non-departmental bodies. Finally, I discuss some limitations of the proposed measurement

strategy and outline directions for future research.

This measurement strategy opens new paths to the study of political-administrative

interactions, offering new data for both classical questions on control and delegation, as

well as new questions that integrate theories of bureaucratic politics with insights from

other subfields of political science such as partisan identity and political polarisation.

The Need for a New Measure of Reputation

Bureaucratic reputation has informed an innovative literature that bridges the principal-

agent paradigm with informal political-administrative dynamics. Krause and Douglas

(2005), for instance, show that presidential, congressional, and independent regulatory

commissions are concerned with homogenous reputational considerations about the quality

of their decisions that outweigh the different political pressures resulting from their degree

of insulation from other political actors. Maor (2007) describes agency independence

and its scientific gold standard as reputation protection mechanisms, able to legitimise

bureaucratic decisions, and Krause and Corder (2007) find that bureaucracies under tight

political control make less accurate (and more optimistic) economic forecasts because they

discount future reputation costs associated with their mistakes at a steeper rate than

independent organisations.

Works on bureaucratic accountability have employed reputation-based accounts too.

E. M. Busuioc and Lodge (2016), for instance, conceive accountability as the practice of
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sustaining and cultivating reputation across multiple audiences, far beyond formal require-

ments aiming to reduce informational asymmetries and agency slack. Empirical support

for this theoretical claim is offered by Gilad, Maor, and Bloom (2013), who showcase how

reputation explains the communication strategies of agencies facing media attacks: silence

in domains where the agency is well esteemed, and attention and responsiveness where

reputation is weak. Reputation ultimately allows agencies to “generate public support, to

achieve delegated autonomy and discretion from politicians, to protect the agency from

political attack, and to recruit and retain valued employees” (D. P. Carpenter 2002, 491).

However, while bureaucratic reputation has been put forward as a new currency

of bureaucratic politics, able to explain autonomous policy-making, delegation, and

accountability, the discipline still lacks a comparable measure of reputation across agencies,

between countries, and over time. While the number of empirical works on reputation

has increased in the last few years, scholars still employ either qualitative data (E. M.

Busuioc 2016; Gilad and Yogev 2012) or quantitative proxies such as the valence of

media coverage (Maor and Sulitzeanu-Kenan 2013). When measured quantitatively,

reputation has mostly been studied from the supply-side, namely by looking at how

agencies respond to reputational threats (Maor, Gilad, and Bloom 2013) or try to manage

their reputation through external communication. Lee and Whitford (2013), for instance,

measure reputation as the number of freedom-of-information-act request denials and the

time to respond to a request, L. J. Anastasopoulos and Whitford (2019) look at twitter

profiles of agencies, and M. Busuioc and Rimkutė (2019) perform a quantitative content

analysis of agency annual reports.

However, reputation is a set of beliefs among audiences and it therefore seems appropri-

ate to measure bureaucratic reputation from the demand-side, trying to understand what
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these audiences’ beliefs look like rather than what the agency does to change them. A

recent measurement strategy that addresses this issue and makes use of survey instruments

has been devised by Wood, Overman, and Busuioc (2020), who produce a detailed and

multidimensional estimate of agency reputation based on a systematic sampling of key

stakeholders. Yet the results are still limited to one agency – the EU Chemicals Agency –

at one specific time, and in a single political system – the European Union. Furthermore,

surveys about technical issues such as bureaucratic agencies tend to induce answers (Zaller

1992). When individuals are asked what they think about the Pensions Regulator, they

might not even know that it exists.

Clearly, there is a trade-off between nuance and multidimensionality, on the one hand,

and time-, country-, and agencies-coverage, on the other hand. In this paper I address

this gap by proposing a new quantitative measure of reputation that trades nuance with

coverage, while at the same time focusing on a key audience, politicians, that represent a

good synthesis of what a diverse set of audiences perceive the bureaucracy to be. The main

assumption invoked is that politicians’ electoral incentives to align with key stakeholders

when engaging with bureaucratic agencies make them a good - though partial - source of

information to capture agencies’ reputation, a source that includes politicians’ voice too –

one that has been surprisingly neglected.

The Whereabouts of Reputation: Audiences and Beliefs

The standard definition of bureaucratic reputation in political science is Carpenter’s (2010,

45), for which reputation is “a set of symbolic beliefs about the unique or separable

capacities, roles, and obligations of an organization, where these beliefs are embedded in

audience networks.” The key words of this definition are beliefs and audience networks.
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Every attempt at measuring reputation will therefore have to deal with two questions:

what are the beliefs that convey information about reputation?, and what are the audiences

whose beliefs give shape to bureaucratic reputation?

The first question is trivial. Beliefs are the value judgements or perceptions about

various traits of an organisation. The literature generally clusters beliefs into four main

facets or reputation, performative, moral, procedural, and technical (D. P. Carpenter

2010), but I follow the general conceptualisation of empirical work and interpret reputation

as an aggregate unidimensional measure of the perceptions of multiple audiences about

an agency that spans between a positive and negative extreme.

The question “what audiences should we care about?” conversely, is a hard one.

Ideally, measures of reputation would start from an accurate mapping of the various

constituencies that qualify as audiences, and would then measure how positive or negative

each audience’s beliefs about the agency are. This exercise – the one generally used in

surveys – besides being very costly, is also inherently arbitrary, for a decision to consider

farmers’ associations an audience of the Department of Agriculture would itself end

up being a stand-alone empirical question. This is why scholars have incorporated the

identification of the agency’s key audiences in the research question itself, using historical

analysis, elite interviews, or secondary sources to map an agency’s audiences, their beliefs,

and various policy outcomes (E. M. Busuioc 2016; D. P. Carpenter 2001, 2010; Gilad

and Yogev 2012; Maor and Wæraas 2015). An alternative solution to the audience

identification problem advanced in the literature is content analysis of the news. Yet

newspapers may not be the most appropriate venue to look for perceptions and beliefs

about administrative bodies. In addition, media coverage is mediated by editorial concerns

and likely to suffer from selection bias, for agencies are more likely to end up on the news
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when problems, scandals, or clear inefficiencies afflict their related sector.1

The challenge is then to devise a measurement strategy that retains the attention to the

multiplicity of audiences of qualitative works, that continues the attempt of time-varying

measurements of early quantitative works, and that also allows for cross-country, -policy,

and -agency comparisons. We need an alternative venue where the perceptions of multiple

audiences are voiced and can be condensed into a unidimensional measure without deciding

which audiences are part of the sample. I propose that legislatures are close to this ideal

venue. Legislatures are the right place to capture what audiences – as mediated by their

representatives – think of an agency while at the same time letting politicians decide

which these audiences are.

Reputation exists at audience-level but only key organised interests qualify as legitimate

audiences. Politicians have an interest – because of genuine policy/ideological motivation,

strategic re-election interest, or both – to represent these groups and voice their beliefs

about the agency. What politicians say during legislative debates can then be a good

source of information to measure reputation. It seems plausible to think of politicians as

the messengers of external audiences such as business actors, trade unions, consumers

associations, or non-for-profit organisations. Free-market parties can report the complaints

of businesses towards the alleged over-regulation of the Environmental Protection Agency,

whereas social-democratic parties can lament the loose regulation of the Financial Services

Authority.2 What politicians say is then a good proxy not only of what the audiences say,

but what politically salient audiences say. It is rational for politicians to align or to report

what salient groups think about an organisation. Legislative speeches might even be seen
1Parliamentary debates too can suffer from selection bias, but the fact that politicians have to

regularly discuss a wide range of policy issues results in more uniform coverage.
2Barberá et al. (2019), for instance, find that US legislators are more likely to follow, than to lead,

discussion of public issues.
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as a device to sort audiences’ perceptions by political salience. Irrelevant audiences will be

less likely to be dedicated attention by politicians who seek the support of the electorate.

Clearly, legislators are not neutral messengers able to precisely map all the relevant

audiences of an agency. They might give voice disproportionately to some audiences or

mischaracterise some audiences’ beliefs. However, the diversity of their professional and

personal background, as well as the interests and geographical areas they represent make

legislators a rich and inclusive source of information about an agency’s reputation, which

minimises researchers’ discretion and ensures multiple audiences are voiced.

Parliamentary speeches are frequently used as data input for empirical constructs.

Beyond ideological scaling, speeches have been used to estimate the political agenda

(Quinn et al. 2010), political influence of MPs (Blumenau 2019), and speeches’ complexity

(Spirling 2016), to name but a few. Tapping into what politicians say can thus be used in

bureaucratic politics too to understand how politicians and elites talk about agencies and

therefore estimate bureaucratic attributes such as reputation.

Agencies as Word Embeddings

Recent advancements in machine learning and natural language processing allow researchers

to devise new measurement tools to study the bureaucracy (on delegation, see e.g. J.

Anastasopoulos and Bertelli 2019; Vannoni, Ash, and Morelli 2020). In particular, a new

set of techniques called “word embeddings” – first developed in computational linguistics

to learn about semantics (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014) – offer new frontiers

to measure bureaucratic attributes from text data. The core idea at the basis of word

embeddings is that we can “know a word by the company it keeps” (Firth 1957, 11), and

we can therefore derive its meaning from the context in which the word is used.
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Word embeddings are technically the coefficients from neural network models that

predict the occurrence of a word by the surrounding words in a textual sequence. A

word of interest is represented as a dense, real-valued vector of numbers, whose length

is informative about the complexity of the multidimensional space in which the word is

embedded, and whose elements convey information about the semantic meaning of the

word, with distances between such vectors capturing how similar the words are (Spirling

and Rodriguez 2019). For instance, if the distance between the vector representation

of the words “market” and “inequality” is smaller for social-democratic parties than for

conservative parties, we can learn the views of market economy of different party families.

Similarly, by looking at the vector representation of words that are most similar to the

vector representation of word “women,” we can examine how individuals, groups, or

parties think about the role of women in society. The key innovation of word embeddings

is that the meaning of the words is something that is learned from the text and is not

exogenously given as in other text analysis approaches that look at word frequency.

Word embeddings have recently entered published work in political science. Preotiuc-

Pietro et al. (2017), for instance, use word embeddings to estimate ideology based on

tweets and to identify politically moderate and neutral users, and Rheault and Cochrane

(2019) fit models of word embeddings augmented with political metadata to estimate

the ideology of parties and politicians. The flexibility of word embeddings has been

also used to address some limitations of sentiment analysis (Rice and Zorn 2019), and

to study how ethnic and gender stereotypes change over time (Garg et al. 2018). The

novel measurement strategy I propose builds on these recent trends and represents the

first attempt to use large parliamentary corpora and word embeddings in the study of

bureaucratic politics.
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Countries, Speeches, and Agencies

The textual corpus from which I estimate word embeddings are all the legislative speeches

from 1980 to the most recent available data in the two chambers of the US Congress

and the UK House of Commons.3 I decided to focus on the US and the UK because

while they both have highly competent bureaucracies in charge of the implementation and

administration of policies, the UK civil service is deemed to be neutral and merit-based,

while US agencies are on average more politicised (Hood 1991; Lewis 2008). This makes

the study of reputation in these two cases informative about the relationship between

bureaucratic traditions and reputation. As for more practical reasons, both the UK

and US speeches are easily accessible and in the same language, making the estimation

procedures less complicated. I set the time-frame from 1980 because the meaning of the

words I use in the estimation has not changed since then, and it is therefore possible to

compare estimates over time. Finally, a time coverage of about 40 years is a good balance

between allowing reputation to change over time while ensuring an accurate mapping of

all the agencies and their multiple denominations.

US congressional speeches were downloaded from the Social Science Data Collection

of Stanford University (Gentzkow, Shapiro, and Taddy 2018), while UK parliamentary

speeches were downloaded from UK Data Service ReShare (Blumenau 2021), for a total of

almost 4,9 million speeches (2.52 mln speeches for the US and 2.37 for the UK). I created

a list of agencies as comprehensive as possible from both existing datasets and government

official websites, for a total of 636 bureaucratic bodies, 285 for the US and 351 for the

UK.4
3I exclude the speeches from the House of Lords because the House of Lords has different functions

from the House of Commons, and Lords are unelected, therefore the assumption for which politicians
have an incentive to represent key constituencies does not hold.

4For the US, I used the samples in Bertelli et al. (2013) and Selin (2015). For the UK, I created a list
of agencies from gov.uk/government/organisations.
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GloVe

To estimate word embeddings, I employ the unsupervised learning algorithm GloVe

(Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014), a count-based model that produces vector

representations of words by doing dimensionality reduction on a co-occurrence matrix.

The first step is to create a term co-occurrence matrix X of dimension V × V , where V is

a vocabulary consisting of all the unique tokens that appear in the corpus. Each element

Xij is a number representing how many times word i co-occurs in the context of word

j, with the context simply being a pre-defined window of words whose size depends on

the particular task at hand. For example, if word i = FED, word j = policy, and the

window size is symmetric and equal to six, Xij is the number of times FED (target word)

co-occurs within six words to the left and right of the word policy (context word). Let Xj

be the sum of the co-occurrences of any word i with the context word j = policy (i.e., the

sum of the jth column), and P (i|j) = Xij/Xj be the probability that word i appears in

the context of word j.

While the technical aspects of Glove are complicated, the main idea is not. The

intuition is that we can learn about the relationship between words and discriminate

between words related to one word but not another by looking at the ratio of co-occurrence

probabilities. Suppose we want to learn the relationship between the words FED and

EPA in a year when the EPA is highly criticised. To do so, we compare the probabilities

of these two words happening with various probe words k. We might expect word

k = independence to be related to the word FED more than to the word EPA, and word

k = critic to be related more to the word EPA than to the word FED. Similarly, we

expect the word k = dog to be related to neither, and the word k = policy to be related

to both. Table 1 represents these expectations in terms of hypothetical probabilities. The
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probability ratio for words related to FED is large, whereas for words related to EPA

is low. Words related to both or neither have a ratio that approximates 1, because they

do not help discriminate between which word is related to which. This is why, compared

to the raw probabilities, co-occurrence ratios are better able to encode relevant semantic

relations and to understand which words are related to the words FED and EPA.

Probability k = independence k = critic k = dog k = policy

P (k|FED) .1 .01 .001 .15
P (k|EPA) .01 .1 .001 .15

P (k|FED)/P (k|EPA) .1/.01 = 10 .01/.1 = 0.1 .001/.001 = 1 .15/.15 = 1

Table 1: Example of co-occurrence probabilities for target words FED and EPA with related
and unrelated context words. Only in the ratio does noise from non-discriminative words like
dog and policy cancels out, so that large values correlate well with words associated with FED,
and small values correlate well with words associated with EPA.

Word vectors are then estimated with a neural network, namely a statistical model

containing one layer of latent variables (the dimensions of the word vectors) between the

textual input (term co-occurrence matrix) and the output data (the word vectors). The

innovation of Glove compared to other algorithms is that the model is trained on all the

non-zero entries of the matrix rather than on the entire sparse matrix or on individual

context windows (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014). To avoid the model from

weighting all the co-occurrences equally, word vectors are estimated for every word in

V by training a log-bilinear model with a weighted least-squares objective that tries to

predict the context word j in which word i is used. Very summarily, the model minimises

the following equation J ,

J =
V∑

i=1

V∑
j=1

f(Xij)(wT
i wj + bi + bj − log(Xij))2

where V = {v1, v2, ..., vV } is the vocabulary, wi is the vector of the target word, wj is
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the vector of the context word, and bi and bj are scalar bias terms. f(Xij) is a function

that determines the weight to each pair of words based on how often they co-occur; pairs

of words that co-occur more often will have greater weight. The final output is a word

embedding for every word in the vocabulary. For instance, in the 2018 corpus of UK

speeches, the five most similar word vectors to the Home Office embedding – one of the

most mentioned agencies – are immigration, department, official, windrush, minister, ask.

From just these six words, we can learn that immigration was a key issue for the 2018

post-Brexit Home Office, and that MPs frequently asked the minister about the Windrush

scandal.

Application

I train the GloVe algorithm on a local corpus of parliamentary speeches for every year

and every country. I follow standard practice in text-analysis and I lemmatise the tokens,

remove punctuations, digits, capitalisation, stopwords, and all tokens with two characters

or fewer to increase the precision of the estimation. Agencies referred to in more than

one way (e.g., CIA and Central Intelligence Agency) were replaced in the text with

standardised tokens. I then create a vocabulary with all the tokens appearing at least five

times in all the corpus, because words appearing very few times do not convey semantic

information. I create a term co-occurrence matrix specifying a window size of 12 tokens

and estimate 300-dimensional word vectors with a weighting function Xmax = 10. This

means that any pair of words for which the co-occurrence count is greater than 10 will

receive a weight of 1, whilst the other weights wi ∈ [0, 1).5

5I estimate the model through 100 iterations, with a convergence threshold of 0.001, and a learning
rate appropriate to the size of the corpus, equal to 0.1. I use these parameters because they are deemed
to be the most appropriate for semantic tasks (Spirling and Rodriguez 2019). Estimation implemented
with the text2vec R package.
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I then exploit the arithmetic properties of vector representations of words and build

a vector that combines some unambiguously positive and negative words that will act

as benchmark to measure the reputation of the agency. By deducting clearly negative

embeddings from the sum of clearly positive embeddings, I obtain a word vector that

captures positivity. The specific word vectors I used are:

~positivity = ~successful + ~effective+ ~great+ ~excellent

− ~poor − ~negative− ~terrible− ~bad

where the arrows signify the words are vectors. The selection of words followed four

criteria: (1) the meaning of the words should be uncontroversial (i.e., positive or negative),

(2) stable over time, (3) similar across countries, (4) present in every local corpus of

speeches in any given year and country. The precise words I used are similar to the seed

words chosen by Rice and Zorn (2019) to set the benchmark for positivity and negativity

dictionaries. In the SI (pp. 17-18) I show that the reputation estimates produced with

alternative positivity vectors are highly correlated with the estimates derived from this

vector. I finally measure the cosine similarity between the word embeddings of each agency

and the ~positivity vector. The reputation score will thus be the angular distance between

the two embeddings. Formally,

θj = θ(~a,~p) = ~a× ~p
||~a|| × ||~p||

=
∑n

1 ai × pi√∑n
1 a

2
i ×

√∑n
1 p

2
i

where θ(~a,~p) is the cosine similarity between the agency vector ~a and the positivity

vector ~p, namely the ratio between the sum of the products of the ith elements of the two

vectors (the nominator) and the product of the square root of the vectors to the power of
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two (the denominator). For instance, if the embedding ~FED is semantically very similar

to ~p, it will have a very high reputation, whereas if the ~EPA embedding is semantically

distant, it will have a lower reputation. The resulting metric is normalised to take up

values between 0 and 1, where greater values signify better reputation.

Uncertainty

Deriving uncertainty measures from neural network models is an area of research still

under development (Rheault and Cochrane 2019). Since I cannot estimate uncertainty

based on the variance of θ, I produce upper and lower bounds for every agency-year

estimate based on the number of mentions of the agency in any given year. The reputation

of agencies mentioned 2,000 times per year will be less uncertain compared with that of

agencies that barely happen to be mentioned. I therefore model uncertainty as a reciprocal

exponential function of the number of mentions, so that agencies with fewer mentions are

penalised but in a non-linear fashion. Mathematically, the upper and lower bounds will

be given by θj ± |1− exp 1
mj
|, where mj is number of mentions of agency j.6

This is clearly a mathematical artefact that nonetheless allows me to estimate uncer-

tainty based on the reasonable assumptions for which the more politicians talk about an

agency, the more we can learn about its reputation. For instance, since the vocabulary V

consists of words appearing at least five times in the corpus, the least mentioned agency

will be mentioned at least 5 times, and it will have upper and lower bounds estimates

equal to θj ± |1 − exp 1
5 | = θj ± 0.221. Conversely, for agencies mentioned 1,000 times,

upper and lower bounds will be equal to θj ± 0.001.
6Given 1

mj
∈ (0, 1] for any mj > 0, and exp(x) > 1 for any x ∈ (0, 1], then exp( 1

mj
) > 1 and

lim 1
mj

→0 |1−exp( 1
mj

)| ≈ 0 (when mj is large) and lim 1
mj

→1 |1−exp( 1
mj

)| = |1−e| ≈ 1.7 (when mj → 0).
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Results

The final dataset consists of reputation estimates for 465 bureaucratic bodies – 217 in the

UK and 248 in the US – and over a period of 39 years.7 Table 2 reports some descriptive

statistics for the dataset as a whole and by country. Full lists of agencies are reported in the

SI (pp. 2-16). Agencies are mentioned on average 179 times per year and have a reputation

of 0.50, with a standard deviation of 0.15. The average reputation in the two countries

is about the same, 0.48 in the UK and 0.52 in the US. The Environmental Protection

Agency and the Department of Homeland Security are the agencies with the highest

average number of mentions in the US (1,514 and 1,582 times per year, respectively),

whereas the Treasury and the Home Office are the most mentioned agencies in the UK

(1,829 and 944 times per year on average, respectively).

Total UK US

Total Agencies 465 217 248
Observations 7,067 2,272 4,791
Time Coverage (Years) 40 40 36

Variable Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Reputation 0.50 0.15 0.48 0.16 0.52 0.15
Mentions 179 344 143 302 196 362

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for all the agencies in the dataset and split by country. The table
reports the number of agencies for which reputation estimates are produced, the number of
observations and time coverage, and the average reputation both for the total dataset and by
country.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the reputation of 8 of the most mentioned bureaucratic

bodies with the largest year coverage in both countries. At first glance, the comparatively

high reputation of the military in the US is remarkable, with the Air Force, the Navy, and

the Department of Defense being among the public bodies with the highest reputation

over the entire time-frame considered. Though significantly fluctuating, the reputation of
7465 and not 636 as the initial sample because not all the agencies included in the initial lists are

mentioned in the speeches.
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most of these eight agencies seem to be stationary, as suggested by the loess function in

the plot. There are nonetheless important exceptions. After the peak in the early 1980s,

the reputation of the EPA, for instance, experienced a gradual but constant decrease.

Similarly, the reputation of the Department of Homeland Security drops rapidly after its

establishment in 2002.
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Air Force Dpt.  Navy Dpt. Defense Dpt. Justice
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Figure 1: Reputation estimates of US agencies over time with loess approximations superimposed.
Estimates are cosine similarity between the “agency” embedding and the positivity vector in
every year.

As for the UK, it is possible to see how the reputation of Ministry of Defence drops in

1991, the year of the so-called Options for Change – the dramatic manpower cut to the

British Armed Forces after the end of the Cold War – and how the reputation of Network

Rail increased in the immediate years after its establishment in 2002 for then rapidly

decreasing from 2012 to 2018, possibly as a result of the uninterrupted criticism about

delays and service disruptions for commuters.
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Figure 2: Reputation estimates UK agencies over time with loess approximations superimposed.
Estimates are cosine similarity between the “agency” embedding and the positivity vector in
every year. Data for Network Rail before its establishment in 2002 are from its predecessor
Railtrack, established in 1994.

Figure 3 shows the reputation of the central banks of the two countries, the Bank of

England and the Federal Reserve, with dashed vertical lines representing some critical

junctures. The FED is overall mentioned more often than the Bank of England, the latter

nonetheless enjoying on average a better reputation throughout all the almost 40 years

covered by the data (0.52 for the Bank of England and 0.45 for the FED). There is a

jump in the reputation of the Bank of England when it became independent, in 1997,

while the reputation drops with the 2008 and 2011 financial crises. A similar pattern is

followed by the FED. For instance, its reputation falls with financial crises (the one in the

early 90s, the sub-prime crisis, as well as the Asian Crisis of 1997), while it increases with

the new competences delegated by the Dodd-Frank Act in 2010.
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Figure 3: Reputation estimates and number of mentions of central banks over time. Vertical
dashed lines represent critical junctures.

Validation

In this section, I address the validity of the measurement with three tests. I assess face

and predictive validity with qualitative information about six different agencies to test

whether the estimates follow what we would expect the reputation of an agency to be

after some critical events. The second test draws from standard convergent validity tests

and looks at the relationship between reputation and public opinion (Collier and Adcock

2001). The third test assesses the criterion validity of the measure and compares the

reputation estimates derived from legislative speeches with alternative estimates derived

from a large corpus of newspaper articles.

When in 2005 Hurricane Katrina hit the state of Louisiana, local and national leaders

blamed the poor response of FEMA (Lewis 2008). Yet FEMA’s mismanagement was just

the second act a of longer play that started in 1992 with Hurricane Andrew, which is “best

remembered as an epic bungle by the Federal Emergency Management Agency” (Timeline

2017). Yet in the period between the two hurricanes, the agency had a rapid renaissance.

As Roberts (2006, 56) notes, after its reorganisation in 1992, FEMA “morphed from
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a caricature of the ills of bureaucracy into a model of effective federal administration.

Politicians who previously blamed the agency for its slow and inefficient response to

disasters came to depend on the agency to lend credibility to their own efforts.”.

The Department of Homeland Security, after its establishment following the 09/11

terrorist attacks, has been highly criticised over excessive fraud and lack of transparency.

Multiple scandals eroded the reputation of the agency. In 2005, the new personnel system

called “MaxHR” was blocked in court for violating collective-bargaining employees’ rights

(The Washington Post 2008a); in 2008, a Congressional report denounced 15 billion dollars

worth of failed contracts (The Washington Post 2008b); and in 2015 the department was

found to be operating top secret databases infringing the most basic security procedures

(Office of Inspector General (DHS) 2015).

First in 2004, with the dramatic increase in the backlog of pending disability claims,

and then in 2014, with the falsified waiting lists, the reputation of the Department of

Veterans Affairs has been subject to harsh criticism too (CNN 2014).

Figure 4 plots the reputation of these three agencies over time together with the

scandals and critical junctures described above. The reputation estimates capture the

decrease in reputation of FEMA after 1992 and 2005, as well as the marked increase after

its reorganization in 1992. The reputation of the Department of Homeland Security is

consistent with the high criticism, with significant drops and an overall decreasing trend

up until 2015, and the reputation of the Department of Veterans Affairs drops in 2004-5

and from 2014 follows a decreasing trend.
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Figure 4: Reputation estimates and number of mentions of US federal agencies and departments.
Vertical dashed lines represent scandals or critical junctures.

The reputation of UK agencies too has not been immune to scandals. The Financial

Services Authority (FSA) was highly blamed for the 2008 financial crisis, which brought

to its abolition later in 2012. The so-called “light-touch” regulatory approach of the

authority received cross-partisan criticism (The Daily Telegraph 2008) and was also called

into question by the independent review chaired by Lord Turner, which criticised the

authority’s philosophy for which “markets are in general self-correcting” (FSA 2009, 87).

Similarly, the agency’s reputation also suffered from the judicial defeat in the Durant v

FSA case in 2003 – a leading decision with respect to data protection.

Another severe and more recent scandal in British politics involved the Home Office in

what has been called the Windrush Scandal. 83 instances were reported in which people

were wrongly detained, denied legal rights, and mistakenly deported from the UK (The

Times 2018). Although for very different reasons, the reputation of the department was

damaged a few years before too, when Jacqui Smith resigned as Home Secretary in 2009

as a consequence of the scandal that involved her husband (The Guardian 2009).

Figure 5 follows quite accurately these events, with the reputation of the FSA reaching

one of its lowest levels just after 2003, and dropping again during the 2008 financial crisis
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and after the abolition announcement of the government in 2010. Similarly, the reputation

of the Home Office drops in 2009 and 2018 following the scandals. Finally, the graph also

shows a rapid decrease in the Ministry of Defence’s reputation from 2009 to 2011, the

years of the Strategic Defence and Security Review (Ministry of Defence 2010) – highly

criticised by Parliament (House of Commons Defence Committee 2011) – and the Defence

Reform Report (Ministry of Defence 2011), which assessed the causes of the department’s

under-performance and proposed changes to prevent it “from getting into such a poor

financial position in the future” (Ministry of Defence 2011, 13).
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Figure 5: Reputation estimates and number of mentions of UK agencies and departments.
Vertical dashed lines represent scandals or critical junctures.

For the second test, I compare the reputation estimates with survey data on public

attitudes towards US federal agencies. I assembled a panel of public opinion data from

the Pew Research Centre reports (Pew Research Center 2019) and Gallup surveys8 and

matched reputation with public opinion data for 18 agencies over several years, for a total

of 51 observations from Gallup and 114 from Pew Research Center. Responses to the

survey were recorded on a 4-level scale, from very positive to very negative. Figure 6
8Data accessed at the following link: news.gallup.com/poll/27286/government.aspx on 10 February

2020.
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plots the relationship between the reputation estimates (x-axis) and the percentage of

respondents who reported a very positive or very negative opinion about the bureaucracy

(y-axis). Overall there is a positive correlation between reputation and positive opinion

about the agency and a negative correlation – though weak – between reputation and

negative opinions.
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Figure 6: Reputation estimates of US federal agencies (x-axis) and percentage of respondents
with an opinon about the agency as reported in the panel labels (y-axis). Correlation coefficients
reported in each panel. Vertical lines are linear approximation with robust confidence intervals.
Panels on the left-hand side use public opinion data from Gallup, whereas panels on the right-hand
side use public opinion data from Pew Research Center.

The last validity test consists of comparing the reputation estimates with other

estimates produced from an alternative corpus. Especially for more salient agencies – and

therefore mentioned more often in the news – the estimates derived from speeches can be

compare against estimates derived from newspaper articles. I estimated agency reputation

from a corpus of more than 1.2 million articles published between 2014 and 2019 in 12

main UK national newspapers. Among the agencies most mentioned in the news – those

with the lowest level of uncertainty – there is a positive and high correlation between the

reputation estimates derived from the two corpora, thus strengthening the confidence in
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the criterion validity of the estimates.9

In the next section, I present an empirical application, showing how this measurement

strategy can open new research agendas in the study of political-administrative interactions.

Bureaucratic Polarisation: An Application

Polarisation is a key characteristic of contemporary politics (Hacker and Pierson 2006).

However, we do not know whether polarisation is an appropriate lens through which

studying the bureaucracy. If reputation is ultimately a set of beliefs among audiences,

does partisanship contribute to the formation of these beliefs?

One major advantage of measuring reputation with text-analysis methods is that,

by meaningfully splitting the initial corpus, it is possible to break down the estimates

by audiences. One way of doing it is to decompose the estimates along the partisan

divide and measure the reputation agencies enjoy among different political parties (and

arguably different audiences). Do agencies enjoy a different reputation among liberal and

conservative parties? If so, how does this difference change over time and across agency

type? To answer these questions, I replicated the estimation and trained the models on

two different corpora, one for each of the two main parties in each country. The absolute

value of the difference between the two partisan measures of reputation can thus represent

a measure of “bureaucratic polarisation.”

Figure 7 plots the average polarisation with respect to government/executive depart-

ments and non-departmental bodies over time. Surprisingly, polarisation is on average

higher in the UK than in the US. Polarisation about government departments follows

a slightly increasing trend in the US, whereas the trend is decreasing for independent
9In the SI (pp. 21-22) I report more information on the corpus of articles and the correlation between

estimates.
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agencies/non-departmental bodies, particularly in the 80s-90s. The trend for the UK

is less clear. Polarisation about government departments increases during the Thatcher

governments of the 80s and spikes again in the early 2000s with the Blair governments,

while non-departmental bodies follow a decreasing trend.
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Figure 7: Average polarisation with respect to government departments and non-departmental
bodies in the US and the UK. Each data point is the absolute difference of the average reputation
among the two main political parties for all agencies in every year. For the US, government
departments are executive departments, executive agencies, and agencies within the Executive
Office of the President. Non-departmental bodies are independent agencies. Non-for-profit public
organisations and government-owned corporations are excluded from the figure.

The varying level of politicisation of bureaucratic agencies may let us expect that their

reputation depends on who leads the executive. Figure 8 shows the average reputation by

party and by party in government (the label of the panels). In both countries, “partisan”

reputation is higher when the party is in power compared to when it is at the opposition,

with changes being particularly marked for liberal parties (+.04 and +.02 for the Labour

and Democratic Party, respectively).
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Figure 8: Average reputation by party (x-axis) and party in government (panel labels) for UK
and US agencies. Y-axis reports the average reputation for every agency and across the entire
period covered by the dataset.

The last layer to this snapshot of partisan measures of reputation is agency structure.

Partisan differences might be more pronounced if the agency is under tight government

control compared to more independent agencies. As a result, high levels of independence –

and therefore low levels of politicisation – might be associated with lower bureaucratic

polarisation.

To test this proposition more rigorously, I match the estimates of partisan reputation

with the dataset on the structural independence of US federal agencies assembled by Selin

(2015), which captures agency independence along two dimensions: independence as the

ability of an agency to make policy decisions without political interference, and indepen-

dence as statutory limitations to appointment/removal and qualification requirements

placed on agency officials with key decision-making roles. The indicators are derived

by modelling 50 structural features about the agencies with a Bayesian latent variable

model. They range between 0 and 4, with higher values signifying higher independence.

As shown in Table 3, independence is negatively associated with bureaucratic polarisation,

although only with respect to the requirements placed on the officials who manage the

agency. Models from (1) to (4) report OLS estimates, whereas Models from (5) to (8)

report the results of WLS regressions, with weights equal to 1 over the average of uncer-
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tainty estimates across the two parties (see Section Uncertainty), so that most mentioned

agencies are assigned larger weights. I also include agency type fixed effects, therefore

accounting for the differences between departments, executive agencies, independent

agencies, non-for-profit public organisations, and agencies within the Executive Office

of the President. Far from causal interpretation, when pulling the regression towards

matching the data with the lowest levels of uncertainty (WLS estimates), a one unit

increase in independence as requirements imposed on agency officials is associated with

a decrease in polarisation by .04, which is equal to a decrease by 29% with respect to

the average polarisation across the sample (.13). The distance between bureaucratic

reputation among Republicans and Democrats is smaller when appointment/removal

limitations and qualification requirements exist on agency officials in key decision-making

position.10

OLS WLS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Ind: Decision-Makers −0.01 −0.01 −0.02 −0.01 −0.04∗ −0.04∗

(0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02)
Ind: Political Review −0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Indep. Agency (dummy) −0.01 0.03

(0.03) (0.02)

Agency Type FE No No No Yes No No No Yes
R2 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.08
Num. obs. 102 102 102 102 102 102 102 102
∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05

Table 3: OLS and WLS estimates, standard errors in parenthesis. DV is distance between
reputation estimates measured from speeches given by Republican and Democratic legislators.
Independence data collected from agency statutes in 2013-2014, therefore the dependent variable
is average reputation in 2013-2014. Agency type coded in the same way as listed on the
institutional website of the US government, usa.gov/branches-of-government.

10In the SI (pp. 22-23) I show the estimates are robust to using heteroskedasticity-consistent standard
errors, an alternative coding of the type of agencies, and to limiting the dataset to 2014, the year when
the data collection in Selin (2015) ended.
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Discussion and Limitations

Despite the significant advantages of a dynamic measure of reputation, it is worth

emphasising some limitations of the proposed measurement strategy.

First, like every quantitative measure of agency attributes (e.g., discretion, autonomy, or

politicisation), the proposed measure of reputation is a simplified picture of a conceptually

rich and multifaceted attribute. Although word embeddings encode rich semantic features

of terms, they are simply not able to match the deep observation of qualitative work.

The construct validity of the measure could be enhanced by focusing on a smaller sample

of agencies and making additional theoretically informed decisions about the estimation

procedure. For instance, researchers could limit the textual corpus to a sub-set of speeches

given by certain legislators or committee members, or about a pre-defined set of topics.

Second, and relatedly, modelling the total population of politicians’ speeches might

increase measurement error, for not everything said about bureaucracy should contribute

to the reputation estimates. Let us consider speeches praising war veterans while at the

same time mentioning the Department of Veterans Affairs. These speeches, arguably

very positive, could inflate the reputation of the department even though they convey

little information about its reputation. In the SI (pp. 18-19) I show that the reputation

of US military agencies decreases when speeches mentioning both the name of military

agencies and military values (e.g., integrity, honour, courage, etc.) are excluded from

the corpus. However, while removing speeches mentioning military agencies and military

values might “de-bias” the estimates, we could in fact be cancelling out an important

dimension of their reputation, namely the fact that they operate in a salient and respected

political domain. Decisions about the textual corpus should therefore be driven by strong

theoretical reasons. Other sources of heterogeneity at the agency level that cannot be
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handled by sampling speeches can be addressed empirically too. For instance, looking at

changes in reputation over time can account for the different (and constant) probability

of agencies being mentioned alongside more positive concepts.

Third, politicians’ speeches – while giving voice to agencies’ audiences – might also

include an undesired partisan component. This can be problematic for the reputation

estimates of more politicised agencies, which may be subject to more partisan debates.

As shown in the application, there seem to be partisan differences in the way politicians

talk about bureaucracy. Yet the partisan divide is just one out of the many ways we

could split the speeches. Other differences could be detected based on the legislative roles,

education, or previous political experience of politicians. While the partisan divide is

the most intuitive way to group legislative speeches, future research could study other

cleavages too, and use them to explain how audiences form their beliefs about bureaucracy

as well as audiences’ behaviour vis-à-vis administrative agencies.

Similarly, while parliamentary speeches are a rich source of information about agencies’

reputation, they might not fully or precisely capture key agencies’ audiences. Neglecting

some audiences or mischaracterising their beliefs would bias the measure of reputation,

which would result in reputation estimates diverging the agency’s “true” reputation. While

this might be a source of concern for researchers willing to use this measure, it can also

represent an opportunity to investigate how reputation is portrayed across different venues.

As I show in the SI (pp. 21-22), for highly salient agencies, newspaper articles might be a

good alternative and complementary source of information about agencies’ reputation.

Finally, despite the new opportunities for quantitative analysis offered by this dynamic

measure of reputation, comparative research should be guided by robust theory, especially

when defining the sample of agencies to study. As argued by D. Carpenter (2020),
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comparing administrative bodies across policy domains is often likely to lead to flawed

conclusions. This is particularly relevant for the study of reputation, which underscores

the importance of agency’s reputation for uniqueness, and hence focuses on agencies’

reputation within their own field.11 Depending on the research question at hand, looking

at within-agency variation might provide a solution to the “comparative trap” if the

features of the policy domain remain constant over time, but researchers should be careful

when reaching conclusions based on comparative analyses that pool many agencies with

different tasks, missions, and organisational features.

Conclusions

Structural accounts of bureaucratic politics have long claimed that formal decisions about

the agency are so incisive that they allow politicians to define the balance between agency

discretion and political control. Yet on the other hand, it is thanks to reputation that

agencies accrue their ability to “sway the wishes of elected officials on particular matters

of policy and to secure deference from these elected officials” (D. P. Carpenter and

Krause 2012, 30). Bureaucratic reputation has been used to study important bureaucratic

outcomes, from strategic communication, to autonomy, and accountability, yet empirical

work has not been able to match the rich theoretical and conceptual ground of reputational

theories of bureaucracy, partly because we lack a dynamic measure of reputation.

I first claimed that bureaucratic reputation can be aptly captured from what politicians

say, for they have electoral incentives to align with key agencies’ constituencies. By

employing word-embedding techniques, I estimated the reputation of 465 bureaucratic

bodies from more than 4.5 million speeches over a period of almost 40 years in two
11In the SI (p. 17) I give two examples of within-domain comparisons, looking at the reputation of US

agencies overseeing financial institutions and UK independent regulators of network industries.
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major western democracies, the US and the UK. I performed multiple validation tests

and presented an application of this method to the study of bureaucratic polarisation,

opening new research agendas that combine key concepts in bureaucratic politics such as

agency structure and politicisation with theories of partisan identity and polarisation. In

particular, future research could re-answer classical questions in bureaucratic politics by

measuring how the degree of polarisation in principals’ beliefs about the agent affects the

interactions between politicians and bureaucracy.

This paper makes two main contributions. One methodological, showing how recent

advances in natural language processing can be employed to study bureaucratic attributes

and political-administrative interactions; one substantive, offering an original and validated

measure of reputation able to capture variation across agencies and over time. Overall,

this measure will be able to advance our understanding of key questions in administrative

politics, from the causes and effects of bureaucratic reputation, to more nuanced questions

about delegation of authority, political control, and bureaucratic accountability, while

simultaneously opening new uncharted research agendas that bridge bureaucratic politics

with other subfields of political science.
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